
Digital Piano

! Extra wide, easy-to-read color LCD display enhances Roland’s unique DigiScore notation
! 88-key stereo multi-sampled grand piano sound and a 4-speaker sound system
! PHA II (Progressive Hammer-Action II) "Ivory Feel" (HPi-7S) keyboard with Escapement
! Newly designed cabinet with front legs for a stable and stylish piano look
! “Visual Lesson” feature for interactive practice acts, always available, music tutor
! A wider variety of educational games, including Roland’s acclaimed “Wonderland,” 

for fun and interactivity in the learning environment
! DoReMi course provides friendly sight-reading and fingering lessons for beginners
! Audio song playback in any key for play-along fun: .WAV file from a USB memory 

key or audio CD with optional USB-CD drive
! HPi-7S supports VIMA TUNES™, allowing slideshows and lyrics to be displayed on 

an external monitor

Full-Featured Performance, 
Fun & Friendly Education

" HPi-6S

" HPi-7S
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HPi-7S/HPi-6S

Roland’s HPi-series pianos with DigiScore provide ingenious
ways to get your child to sit down at the piano and practice
without losing interest. Your child will acquire a solid foundation
in the fundamentals of piano while having a great time playing.
It’s fun and exciting, but musically enriching!
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Stunning Piano Sound
Your ears won’t believe how realistic the 88-key concert-grand
engine onboard the HPi-7S sounds, with individual multi-samples
for every key. It’s touch responsive to the subtlest pressure and
nuance — from the deepest, most powerful bass to the most 
delicate high notes.

Interactive Learning
Built into the HPi series are Roland’s top interactive educational
tools: DigiScore, Visual Lesson, DoReMi, and Wonderland. The
extra-wide DigiScore LCD screen is built into the music rest for
easy viewing. It displays the notation, complete with a "bouncing
ball" and automatic page turning. The Visual Lesson feature acts
as your personal interactive music tutor, with three courses,
while Wonderland and DoReMi course are as fun to use as games.

Supreme Keyboard Feel & Action
The HPi-7S features Roland’s acclaimed PHA II “Ivory Feel” keyboard
with Escapement. This amazing keyboard technology reproduces the
real surface feel of ivory acoustic
piano keys providing a familiar 
stability and comfort to the pianist.
The white keys have a two-piece
structure which reduces the surface
‘click’ noise when playing. The newly
developed keyboard surface material
is designed to absorb moisture,
ensuring a secure, slip-proof feel
that your fingers will love. The
authentic coloration can also been
seen on the side of the white keys.

For onboard music data, the HPi series
includes 50 sampler songs from the
acclaimed Microjazz catalog, a world-
famous series of pieces based on classical
technique yet using popular contemporary
styles such as jazz, blues, rock and
funk. Combining Microjazz’s music with the Visual Lesson
features of DigiScore, you can add an exciting interactive
dimension to practice and performance.
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" Options

DH-01
Holder 
(for External CD drive)

FD-01A
Floppy Disk 
Drive

M-UF1G
USB Flash 
Memory

*1 HPi-7S only
*2 To display images, the HPi-7S requires 

an external display (sold separately).

Wonderland
Wonderland is the program that, with amusing animation,
attracts children while teaching them the sounds of musical
instruments and sound effects. Children can learn all about pitch
and chords within the friendly form of a game. It’s so fun, even
adults will find themselves absorbed.

Visual Lesson
From three courses, you can select the one that suits your level.
As you play, the keys you press are displayed onscreen and in
real time as musical notation. When you finish playing, your
grade for note accuracy and rhythm is displayed. You can pin-
point, with your eyes and ears, just where you need to improve,
and have fun as you improve your skills.

DoReMi Course
It's a perfect way for beginners to learn the fundamentals of piano:
pitch, rhythm, sight-reading, fingering, and the "thumb under"
technique. This interactive system is designed for players of all
ages and skill levels, with onscreen illustrations that display correct
fingering. Presented in a game format, DoReMi allows you to easi-
ly improve your fingering skills while having fun.

*To display images, the HPi-7S requires an external display (sold separately).

HPi-7S HPi-6S
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